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LEO VI ARABUS? 
An unknown fragment from the Arabic translation 
of Leo VI's Taktika· 

Nikolaj Serikoff 

The Wellcome Library !Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy 

The aim of this article is to introduce a hitherto unknown Arabic quotation from the military manual written 
originally in Greek under the name of the Byzantine Emperor Leo VI (886-912). This quotation is found in 
the fourteenth century Arabic military treatise At-tadbTrat as-sul~nTyya IT siyasat a~-~ana'i' al-J:tarbTyya 
written by a Mamlak high ranking officer, a "colonel" Ibn MankalT. Greek quotations and longer passages 
found in military manuals of the Arabs are of great importance. They allow a modern historian to evaluate 
Byzantine influence on Arab military thought and, moreover, occasionally give some ideas on medieval 
Arab military intelligence. 

1 

Introduction 

Historians have traditionally pointed out that relations between Arabs and Byzantines 
predominantly consisted of constant wars. This image has not altered much in recent 
scholarship. This is generally due to the sources, which a modern historian nowadays has at 
his disposa1.2 They contain frequent descriptions of military conflicts and exchanges of em
bassies, that overshadow cultural contacts between these two people. On the other hand, the 

• This article was first published in 1994 in the periodical "Macedonian Studies" (Austria). However, the 
publisher failed to send me the proof-galleys and I therefore was not able to correct the text accordingly. As a 
result the article appeared with many mistakes and, moreover without Greek and Arabic examples, which has 
forced me to consider this publication redundant. The present publication is correct and contains all the 
necessary examples. I have also consulted the scholarly literature published on this subject since that time and 
made necessary adjustments. I am grateful to the Institute of the Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy (St 
Petersburg Branch) and especially for the Curator of the Department of Manuscripts, Dr Margarita 
Vorobieva-Desiatovskaia for the kind permission to publish a fragment of the MS C 726 and Nigel Allan, 
who read the final version 

I A. G. Nedvetskii, Razvedka i kontrrazvedka v mamliukskom Egipte (po entsiklopedii al-Kalkashandi) 
http://nedvetsky.boom.rulbookslspies.htm, hereafter: Nedvetskii, Razvedka; N. Kourtakou, "Diplomacy and 
espionage: their role in Byzantine foreign relations 8th_10th centuries", Graeco-Arabica 6 (1995), p. 125-144. 

2 See the authoritative compendium: A. A. Vasil'ev, Byzance et les Arabes, Bruxelles, 1935-1950. 
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texts, which describe the Arabs' use of Byzantine military stratagems are almost unknown.3 

Moreover, some of the sources contain information, which explicitly highlights the Arabs' 
scornful attitude towards Byzantine scientific and military achievements. 4 However, the 
Arabs did not entirely reject all the merits of their neighbours and enemies. Muslim 
intelligence was deeply interested in Byzantine administration, military equipment, and 
system of recruitment and borrowed everything they regarded worth while.5 Traces of this 
interest can be seen in the scientific and military vocabulary used by medieval Arab authors, 
which to a great extent is based on the Greek and Byzantine military terminology.6 Direct 
information of how Arabs borrowed and consequently applied the achievements of their 
neighbours is rather limited. Sporadic information found in Byzantine sources allows us to 
suggest, that the Byzantines were trying to keep their military secrets, like the recipe of the 
famous "Greek fire", and did everything to prevent them being known to their enemies.7 The 
Arabs certainly translated military manuals written in Greek and Persian.8 However I did not 
come across any translations which have survived in complete form. Such translations (if they 
existed) were obviously rather rare, probably due to the fact that they were often made for 
"internal" use and therefore were not copied as frequently as translations from the Greek 
philosophical or medical texts. 

V. Christides was the first to discover a few direct quotations from the Naumachika 
, ascribed to Leo VI in a military treatise (Al-alzkam fl fan al-qital fll-bafzr al-muliikfya wa 

rj-rjawabi! an-namiisfya) also composed by Ibn Manka1I.9 A fragment, published in the pre
sent article has been found in another work by Ibn MankalI: At-tadblrat as-sul!anfyya fl 

3 cr. Nedvetskii, Razvedka and the secondary literature as cited there. 
4 A. Miquel, La geographie humaine du monde musulmain (Paris 1975), vo!. 2, p. 465, note 8 and p. 468, 

notes 1,2, where he quotes the Ibn al-FaqTQ's statement about the astronomical and medical achievements of 
the Byzantines. 

5 V. Christides, The Conquest of Crete by the Arabs (ca. 824): A turning point in the struggle between 
Byzantium and Islam (Athens 1984), pp. 56-57, hereafter: Christ ides, Conquest. 

6 H. Daiber, "Semitische Sprachen als Kulturvermittler zwischen Antike und Mittelalter", ZDMG (1986), 
292-313. Cf. also the article by R. Macuch: R. Macuch, "Greek technical terms in Arabic science", Graeco
Arabica 1 (1982), p. 32-34. A complete list of technical terms borrowed by the Arabs see in my Dictionary of 
Greek Borrowings and Loan-Words in Arabic (in preparation) N. Serikoff, "A Dictionary of Greek 
Borrowings and Loan-Words in Arabic: Tasks, Methods, preliminary Results", Graeco-Arabica 5 (1993), 
p.267-273. 

7 Constantine Porphyregenitus, De administrando imperio, Greek text edited by Gy. Moravcsik; English 
translation by R. J. H. Jenkins, London, 1962, 13.33. However, from the modem research it appears that the 
"Greek fire" was well known to the Arabs. Christides, Conquest. 

S A. Yunusov, "Voennaia literatura srednevekovogo Blizhnego i Srednego Vostoka", Vostochnoe 
istoricheskae istochnikavedenie i spetsial'nye istoricheskie distsipliny 1 (1986), p. 186, note 12 with a 
reference to A.-V. Reinaud, "De I'art militaire chez les Arabs au Moyen Age", JA 1842 (2), pp. 193-208, 
however cr. here Nedvetskii, Razvedka, note 14. 

9 V. Christ ides, "Naval warfare in the Eastern Mediterranean (6th_11th centuries); an Arabic translation of 
Leo VI's Naumachika", Graeco-Arabica 3 (1984), p. 139, hereafter Christides, Warfare. 
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siyiisat a~-~anii 'i' al-!zarbfyya. From this fragment one sees that the Byzantine way of 
manipulating the troops during combat was well regarded by a MamlUk high ranking officer 
several centuries after the death of the Byzantine military theoretician. 

A comparison of this fragment with the corresponding Greek source also sheds a 
additional light on the translation technique applied by the Arabs while translating technical 
literature from Greek during the medieval period. 

The author and his work 

Ibn MankalI's full name is Galal ad-DIn MUQammad b. Ni?am ad-DIn MankalI Buga al-Mi~rI, 
or according to other sources, MUQammad b. MankalI al-' AlamI an-Na~IrI as-SamsI. lo The 
exact date of his birth is not known. According to some sources he may have died around 
784AHl1382-1383AD. 11 He came from a military family. His father and grandfather were 
high ranking officers and Ibn MankalI himself occupied the post of naqfb al-gays1 2 at the 
court of the MamlUk sul!iin, al-Malik al-Asraf Sa'ban 11 b. al-Malik al-Amgad J::lusayn, Na~Ir 
ad-DIn (764AHl1363AD-778AH/1377AD). Ibn MankalI wrote altogether about fifteen 
treatises on different aspects of the military organisation of the Mamluk army and ways of 
conducting warfare. The treatise, where the quotation from the works composed under the 
name of Leo VI was found, is called At-tadbfriit as-sul{iinfyya ft siyiisat a~-~anii 'i' al
!zarbfyya (,The Royal Arrangements: Regulations in the Art of War'). It was written between 
769AHl1367-8AD and 778AHl1376--7AD and contains advice to the commander on how to 
conduct combat. The treatise appeared to be well read: even now, seven manuscript copies of 
this work are recorded preserved at various libraries in the East and West. \3 Only as late as 
1983 the full text of At-tadbfriit was published in Iraq from the Cairo MS. The present study 
is based on a manuscript dating from the fifteenth century (C 726) preserved in the St 
Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy. 14 This 
manuscript is clearly written, fully vocalized and contains occasional pencil notes, which 
belong probably to its first cataloguer, Baron V. R. Rosen. ls 

10 Zopoth, "Muhammad ibn Mangli. Ein Agyptischer Offizier und Schriftsteller des 14. Jhdts.", WZKM 
53(1957), S. 288-299; MuJ:tammad b. MankalT, AI-adilla ar-rasmiya fi l-ta'aM al-/:Iarbiya, MaJ:tmiid Say! 
ljanab (ed.), Bagdad 1409/1988 ~ 86. Hereafter: al-Adilla. 

11 AI-Adilla, ~ 87. 
12 AI-Adilla, ~ 88. GAL I S. 136, SB 2 S. 176: "Oberst der Garde des Sultans". A more detailed 

description of the functions of the naqib ai-gays is given by al-QalqasandT (Sub!1 4 ~. 22, cit. after al-Adilla, ~. 
88), who writes that it included providing a military escort and guarding the sultan during festivals and 
military campaigns. 

\3 GAL SB 2 S. 167, al-Adilla, ~ 100-101. 
14 Arabskie rukopisi instituta Vostokovedeniia AN SSSR. Kratkii katalog, A. B. Khalidov (ed.), Moscow, 

1986, vot. 1, no. 10346. 
IS V. R. Rosen, "Les manuscrits arabes de l'Institut des langues Orientales", Collections sciefllifiques de 

l'lnstitut des Langues Orientales du Ministere des AfJaires Etrangeres I. SI. Petersburg, 1877, no 213. Pages 
(not folios) are indicated. 
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Arabic Text and its sources 

The Arabic text 

C 726, p. 53.6-54.2 

Translation 

" ... And what an officer should do when soldiers are engaged in military action. The soldiers 
should be lined up in groups of four. These four men should fight together or in groups of 
sixteen. And each sixteen [men], (if you count) should be considered as a unit: this is zawg 
uz-zawg. 18 [This type of formation] was mentioned by the Greek King Lawun in his book, 
which he called Mariitib al-~luriib. This is an excellent book which military men should study, 
because it contains an unusual rule about battle tactics. By the way, the meaning of the name 
"Law in" in Greek is "lion". 

Greek text 

The Arabic text of At-tadbfriit gives a direct reference to the title of a military treatise by Leo 
VI: Mariitib al-lJ,uriib. This title can only be translated as 'Tactics', since the Arabic root '-,ii.J 

traditionally corresponds to the Greek "t"a.crcrw and its derivatives. 19 No doubt, the title Mariitib 

al-lJ,urub is non other as a shortened version of the full title of the treatise, composed under 
the name of Leo VI: Twv tv 7tOAEp.mc:; "t"CXK"t"LKWV cruV"t"op.oc:; 7tCXpa.SOcrLc:;20, commonly known 
as Taktika. However, the actual text of the Taktika, at least the text published in the Greek 
Patrologia, does not contain any passage which directly corresponds to the Arabic text as 

16Cod.:~ 
17Cod.:~ 

18 ISI.e. an even number yielding an even quotient when divided by an even number. 
19 H. Daiber, Aetius Arabus. Die Vorsokratiker in arabischer Oberlieferung, Wiesbaden, 19S0, Nr. 1400. 
20 H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Iiteratur der Byzantiner, Miinchen, 1975, 2, S. 331-334, 

general information see in A. Kazhdan (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, New York, Oxford, 1991, 
p.200S. 
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cited above. Nevertheless, there are three paragraphs, where the fonnation of sixteen men (or 
zawg uz-zawg in Arabic) is mentioned. This is the reason, why the text under investigation 
should be carefully compared with all these paragraphs. 

Taktika PG 107 p. 753CD AE1t"t"UOV"t"CXL 7J"t"OL P.Epl~OV"t"CXL CXL CXXLCXL o"t"cxv CX1tO 

La"t"' a:vSpwv "t"o ~!X30e;; cxu"t"wv Ea"t"l, xcxl 3tAELe;; P.cXAAOV "t"o p.ljxoe;; "t"wv 1tCXpCX"t"!X~EWV 
hnLvcxL SL~ xop.1tOV ~ SL~"t"O Law3ljvcxL "t"ij "t"wv EVCXV"t"lWV "t"!X~EL. 

When the depth of formation is sixteen soldiers you can make the formation shallow or 
divide it, especially if you wish to stretch out the battle line with the purpose of encircling the 
enemy battle lines or make [your own formatioll} equal to that of the enemy. 

Taktika PG 107 p. 757A MEPl~OV"t"CXL 1tpOe;; SLCPCXACXYYlCXV, o"t"cxv E1t' Eu3dcxe;; 

1tEpmcx"t"waL "t"lje;; 1tCXpCX"t"!X~EWe;; xcxl ep.1tpOa3EV xcxl 01tLa3EV cpcxvwaLv 1tOAtP.LOL, xcxl 

d p.ev a:1tO La"t"' a:vSpwv EXWCJL v cxt a:XlCXL xcxl lJYYLacxv ot SL: otJiEWe;; EPX0P.EVOL EX3pOl, 
xcxl P.tAAoUCiLe;; h "t"ou 1tA"1)alou cXpXEa"t"cxL "t"lje;; p.!XX1)e;;, 1tCXpcxyydAEL' a:1tO"1)' p.EpLa3"1)"t"E. 

The formations have to divide themselves into semi-phalanxes, if the enemy gets the 
opportunity to surround them and appears both in front and in the rear. If the formations 
have in depth sixteen men - and the enemy has already appeared and wishes to engage in the 
battle from a close distance you should order: "double the rows into eight!" 

Taktika PG 107 p. 760B Bcx3uov"t"CXL Se 7)"t"OL SmAouV"t"CXL cxt a:XLCXL, o"t"cxv a:1tO "t"Eaa!Xpwv 

La"t"CXV"t"CXL, xcxl 3EA7)e;; cxu"t"~e;; SmAwaCXL xcxl 1tpOe;; aup.~oA~V LCJXUp01tOLljacxL &:PP.o~ov"t"we;; "t"e;> 
~!X3EL "t"lje;; 1tCXpCX"t"!X~EWe;; "t"wv EVCXV"t"lWV, xcxl 1tCXpcxyydAEL· e:laEA3E. Kcxl YlVOV"t"CXL "1)', d Se 
3EA7)e;; La"t"' 1tOLljaCXL 1t!XALV 1tCXpcxyydAEL ELaEA3E. Kcxl daEpx0p.EVOL de;; "t"oue;; LSlOUe;; "t"01tOUe;; 
de;; 1tCXp' de;; SmAouV"t"cxL xcxl yl VOV"t"CXL La"t"'. 

The formation can also become deeper, i.e. doubled. Thus, when the depth of the 
formation is four men and you wish to double them and strengthen them for the assault, to 
the depth of the enemy formation, you should order "double the rows! .. 21 And the formation 
becomes eight men deep. If you wish to increase the depth to sixteen men, you should order 
again: "double the rows!" They then enter the same positions, one in front of another, and 
the depth becomes sixteen men. 

21 Literally "enter'" 
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Analysis 

The paragraphs from the Leo VI's Taktika as cited above, when compared with the Arabic 
text of At-tadbfriit show that the Arab translator did not translate all of them, but prepared a 
kind of a digest. Here we have a type of "translation" from Greek into Arabic, when only the 
chief idea (or technical terms) were translated directly, while the the rest of the text was 
rendered quite freely, according to the interests of the author or, sometimes the tastes of the 
readers. This type of translation was not unusual. 22 A similar example of this translation 
technique is off red by fragments from Leo VI's Naumachika found in another work by Ibn 
MankalI - the already above mentioned Al-a/:lkiim fi fan al-qitiil fi l-ba/:tr al-mulukfya wa g
gawiibit an-namusfya: 

Naumachika (ed. Dain 1.3,1; 5.1 cf. the Arab edition by Abd ar-Raim 20,21)23 

[Kcno:oxE:uctoEJ~vctl OE: od xcti 0poflWVcte;] (~jI ~ ~-'.J.)I ~Ir ~ 

~f f jA 0~) XctTctPXOUvTcte; n:poe; vctlJflctXLctV ... 'EXE:TWOCXV OE: xcti n:cXvTa r.:poe; 

£~ctP:"qlov [op6~wvoe;] [&r.:apcXAwn& xcti outM] (~~ 1 C L:.:s=_ Jd 1 .)..w 1 ~ La...o .).A>

) olov al)XEVcte;, [xwr.:cte;] (~.)lit I), oxapfl01Je;, [OXOLVlct] (J~ I) [xapuct] (LS.}J I) xcti "":a 

[&pflE:Vct] (t.yA.JI) of: ctl?nwv Xctt xE<pctMplct Xctt [XctTapTlct] (S)~I) xcti orcooct llAAct ~ 

CXAA1) ~ VctUTlX~ TE:XV1) rcpoe; Xpe:lcxv cmctmI. 'EXE:TW OE: xcti [tx m:ploooCj] (~ ~u -,) 
[~1JAa nvct £YXOtAlct] (.J~ 1 .)..,...JI) xcti OctVLOcte; xcti [OTlJrcr.:Lct] (JW I) xcti [n:LOOctV] ( 

If'"!~1 ~jl)xcti [0yp01UOOOV] (~L..JI ~jl). 

You must construct dromons24 suitable for naval engagement ... They should have whatever 
is necessary without any shortages and even with double of what is necessary, as, for example, 
steering oars, oars, toggles, ropes, coils, sails, architraves, masts and whatever else a naval 
craft requires. And let them also have extra beams and wooden planks, oakum, tar and liquid 
tar. 

The comparison of the translation technique of the two texts, cited above allows us to 
suggest, that Ibn MankalI had at his disposal not the complete translation of the Byzantine 

22 N. Serikoff, "Types of medieval translations from Greek into Arabic. Ancient Greece and Byzantium 
through Arabic eyes", Byzantinoslavica 54 (1993), pp. 198-201. 

23 Cit. after Christides, Warfare, pp. 139-140. The square brackets in the Greek text indicate the words 
which have been translated into Arabic. They are folJowed by the Arabic equivalents, which, being read in 
the Arabic sequence display the translation. The comparison shows which technical terms were omitted. Thus 
in the Arabic text no rods are mentioned. The .... .;ill is obviously used for the Greek XIXPUCIt 'coil'.) 

24 I.e. war-ships. 
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military manual, but some kind of a digest, which included practical advice conceming 
warfare on land and on sea. According to his own words "this is an excellent book which 
military men should study" we can assume that the digest was available to the officers and 
was not a secret book. Regarding the date of translation, one can suggest the last half of the 
lOth century,zs a time of the Byzantine military activity on the Ostfront?6 

LEONAS VI ARABUS? 

NEŽINOMAS FRAGMENTAS IŠ LEONO VI TAKTIKOS ARABIŠKO VERTIMO 

Nikolaj Serikoff 

Santrauka 

Straipsnio tikslas - supažindinti su iki šiol buvusia nežinoma arabiška citata iš karybos sąvado, kurio 
originalas, parašytas graikų kalba, priskiriamas Bizantijos imperatoriui Leonui VI (886-912). Ši citata yra 
XIV amžiaus arabų karybos traktate At-tadbfriit as-sui!iinfyya Ji siyiisat a~-~anii 'i' al-~arbfyya, kurio autorius 
yra aukšto rango MarnJūkų valdininkas, "pulkininkas" Ibn Mankali. Arabų karybos sąvaduose aptinkamos 
graikiškos citatos ir ilgesnės ištraukos yra labai svarbios. Jos ne tik leidžia dabartiniams istorikams įvertinti 
Bizantijos įtaką arabų karybos minčiai, bet ir atskleidžia viduramžių arabų karybos laimėjimus. 

Įteikta 2004 m. kovo 8 d. 

2S Christides, Warfare, p. 139 writes here: "We do not know the exact time the Arabic translation of Ibn 
al-Manqali (sie was made. Ibn al-Manqali simply mentions that he read it himself. Since he lived in the 
thirteenth century (sie) we can only place it some time between the tenth century (the time of its composition 
in Greek) and the thirteenth century." 

26 D. A. Zakythinos, Byzantinische Geschichte 324-1071, Wien-Koln-Graz, 1979, S. 199-200. 


